
Free Sobolev Spae on R1and the Orstein-Uhlenbek ProessRobert L. WolpertDepartment of Statistial SieneDuke University, Durham, NC, USAVersion: April 29, 2014, 12:471 Introdution to the O-U ProessWhen we built the Brownian Bridge and Dirihlet Sobolev Spae, we exploited the fat that BB'sovariane funtion BB(s; t) = s ^ t � st was the Greens Funtion for the operator (��) withDirihlet boundary onditions on [0; 1℄, i.e., the formal solution there to (��)BBs(t) = Æs(t) or,less formally, the kernel BB(s; t) for whih the integral operator
GBB (s) := Z 10 BB(s; t) (t) dthas the property that g(s) = GBB (s) solves(��)g(s) =  (s)on [0; 1℄ with Dirihlet boundary onditions g(0) = 0 = g(1). Now we wish to build a similarGaussian proess with the entire real line R for parameter spae. Beause the negative Laplaianis only positive semi-de�nite on R (while the Dirihlet Laplaian was stritly positive de�nite), wean't quite do exatly the same thing| for an L2 funtion s to satisfy (��)s(t) = 0 for t 6= s,s would have to be a linear funtion s(t) = a + bt away from t = s and the only linear funtionin L2(R) is identially zero. We an solve the problem by modifying things just a bit, by adding apositive onstant �2 to (��).The formal solution to the equation (��+ �2)s(t) = Æs(t) that lies in L2(R) is(s; t) := 12� e��js�tj;the Greens funtion for (��+ �2) on R. The mean-zero Gaussian proess Xt with ovariane  isalled the \Ornstein-Uhlenbek veloity proess" or, more ommonly, the \O-U proess". It:� is Stationary beause Cov(Xs;Xt) = (s; t) depends only on s� t;� is Markov beause Xs and Xu are onditionally independent given Xt for any s < t < u;� has Continuous Paths by Kolmogorov's theorem beause Xt �Xs � No�0; 1� [1� e��js�t℄�,so EjXt�Xsj2 � jt� sj and EjXt�Xsj2n � (2n)!2n n! jt� sjn. By Kolmogorov's theorem the pathsare -H�older ontinuous for any  < n�12n , hene for any  < 1=2.1



2 Review of Fourier TransformsBelow we will need a few properties of Fourier transforms on R1, whih we ollet here.De�nition 1 (Fourier Transform). Let f 2 C1 (R). The Fourier Transform of f is the funtionf̂(�) := ZR eis�f(s) dsWhen neessary for larity we will also denote the transform by F [f ℄ = f̂ . Here we ollet someproperties that will prove to be useful in Setion (3) below. For f; g 2 C1 , at least,The derivative f 0(s) has transformF [f 0℄(�) = (�i�) f̂(�); (1a)and the kth derivative has transformF [f (k)℄(�) = (�i�)k f̂(�); (1b)The derivative of f̂(�) is: (f̂)0(�) = F [(is)f(s)℄; (1)the Fourier Transform of s 7! (is)f(s), and the kth derivative is:f̂ (k)(�) = F [(is)kf(s)℄: (1d)The o�set ft(s) := f(s� t) has transformF [ft℄(�) = eit� f̂(�) (1e)and the reverse r(s) = f(�s) has transformr̂(�) = �f̂(��): (1f)The L2 inner produt of f̂ and ĝ isZ f̂(�)ĝ(�) d� = ZZZ f(s)eis�g(t)eit� ds dt d�= lim�!0ZZ f(s)g(t)�Z ei(s�t)����2=2 d�� ds dt= lim�!0ZZ f(s)g(t)np2�=� e�(s�t)2=2�o ds dt= 2� Z f(s)g(s) ds (1g)2



The produt of f̂ and ĝ isf̂(�)ĝ(�) = ZZ f(s)eis� g(t)eit� ds dt= ZZ f(s)eis� g(u� s)ei(u�s)� ds du= Z �Z f(s) g(u� s) ds� eiu� du= f̂ ? g(�)for the onvolution f ? g(s) := Z f(s) g(u� s) ds: (1h)By Lebesgue's DCT and the ontinuity at every t 2 R of f 2 C1 ,Z f̂(�)e�it� d� = ZZ f(s)ei(s�t)� d� ds= lim�!0Z f(s)�Z ei(s�t)����2=2 d�� ds= lim�!0Z f(s)np2�=� e�(s�t)2=2�o ds= 2�f(t)so f an be reovered from h = f̂ by the \inverse Fourier transform" asF�1[h℄(t) = �h(t) := 12� Z e�it�h(�) d�: (1i)3 Free Sobolev Spaes on R1Denote by H0 = L2(R) the omplex Hilbert spae ompletion of C1 in the inner produthf; gi0 := ZR f(t)g(t) dtand by H�1 that with inner produthf; gi�1 := ZZR2 f(s)(s; t)g(t) ds dt = EX[f ℄X[g℄;for X[f ℄ := RR f(s)Xs ds and X[g℄ := RR g(t)Xt dt.By (1g) we an evaluate hf; gi0 from the Fourier transforms of f and g ashf; gi0 := ZR f(t)g(t) dt= 12� Z f̂(�)ĝ(�) d�3



Interestingly, we an also do this for hf; gi�1:hf; gi�1 := ZZ f(s)(s; t)g(t) ds dt= 12� Z f̂(�)Fh Z (s; t) g(t) dti(�) d�= 12� Z f̂(�)ĝ(�)(�2 + �2)�1 d�; sineFh Z (s; t) g(t) dti(�) = 12� Z eis� �Z e��js�tjg(t) dt� ds= 12� Z g(t)�Z eis���js�tj ds� dt= 12� Z g(t)eit� �Z t�1 e(s�t)(i�+�) ds+ Z 1t e(s�t)(i���) ds� dt= 12� Z g(t)eit� � 1i� + � � 1i� � �� dt= Z g(t)eit�(�2 + �2)�1 dt= ĝ(�)(�2 + �2)�1:Thus we havehf; gi0 := ZR f(t)g(t) dt = 12� ZR f̂(�)ĝ(�) d�hf; gi�1 := ZZR2 f(s)(s; t)g(t) ds dt = 12� ZR(�2 + �2)�1f̂(�)ĝ(�) d�;suggesting the extension to hf; gis := 12� ZR(�2 + �2)sf̂(�)ĝ(�) d� (2)for all s 2 R, and the Hilbert-spae ompletion Hs of C1 (R) in the norm jf js := hf; fi1=2s . This isalled the free Sobolev spae on R1 of index s.From (1b) we have F [(��)f ℄(�) = �2f̂(�), so the Fourier transform of (��+�2)f is (�2+�2)f̂ .It follows that (��+ �2) is an isometry from any Hs to Hs�2 for eah s 2 R, and
G :  7! G[ ℄(t) := Z (s; t) (t) dtis an isometry from Hs to Hs+2. Also, integration by parts giveshf; gi1 = Z f(s)(��+ �2)g(s) ds= �Z f(s) g00(s) ds+ �2 Z f(s)g(s) ds= Z f 0(s) g0(s) ds+ �2 Z f(s)g(s) ds= hf 0; g0i0 + �2hf; gi04



so f 2 H1 if and only if both f and f 0 are in L2 = H0.4 More on O-UThe \spetrum" of an operator A is the set of its eigenvalues or, more preisely, is the setf� 2 C : (A� �I) does not have a bounded inverse g (here I is the identity operator). In theDirihlet ase on the unit interval, the eigenvalues of the negative Laplaian (��) were the disreteset of numbers f�n = (n�)2 : n 2 Ng, with orresponding eigenfuntions  n(s) = p2 sin(n�s).This was the key to our onstrution of the Brownian Bridge as a sumBt = Xn2N 1p�n Zn  n(t):The spetrum of the \Free" negative Laplaian (��) on R is not a disrete set| rather, it isthe entire interval [0;1), and that of (��+ �2) is the interval [�2;1). No unit vetor  2 L2 isan exat eigenvetor satisfying (��) = � for any  2 C, but we an ome arbitrarily lose tosatisfying that equation with funtion like (t) = sin(tp�� �t2=2)for small � > 0. While we an't write Xt as a disrete sum, we an write it as a Wiener stohastiintegral Xt = ZR �(t� u) dWufor any � 2 L2 for whih12� e��js�tj = EXsXt= Z �(s� u)�(t� u) du= Z �(x)�(t� s+ x) dx (x = (s� u))= 12� Z �̂(�) �̂(�)ei(s�t)� d� (by (1e))= F�1� j�̂j2 �(s� t); (by (1i)), soj�̂j2(�) = 12� Z eit�e��jtj dt= 1�2 + �2Possible solutions inlude the symmetri hoie � = F�1�(�2 + �2)�1=2� = 1�K0��jtj� (K0 is themodi�ed Bessel funtion of the seond kind), and the ausal or nonantipiating hoie �(t) =e��t1ft>0g, eah with j�̂(�)j2 = (�2 + �2)�1. Last edited: April 29, 20145


